
Bringing Joy Of
Smart Packaging



Dodo Packaging offers
quality boxes in a wide
range. Starting From large
to medium and small.
These beautifully crafted
boxes are amazing to grab
the attention of the
customers.

Quality Gift
Boxes



Dodo Packaging giving
Custom Gift Boxes with
smart designing. However,
these gift boxes are ready
with finest cardboard and
Kraft stuff. This is adding
more value whatever you
display for sale.

Custom Gift
Packaging



Gift Boxes are easy to
customized as per your needs.
The modern and digital tools are
bringing a class in boxes.  The
alluring finishing is available to
modify the look of the casing. 
 Additionally, you can get these
boxes in any style, shape, and
size. This is all set as per your
product needs.

Fully Customized
Gift Boxes



Custom Printed

Gift Boxes
Dodo packaging offer full
customization as we make
custom printed gift boxes in all
shapes and sizes. No matter how
difficult or easy the shape is, you
name it, and we manufacture it
for you. Also, we make sure that
the boxes are manufactured
according to the dimensions you
give us so that it will be a perfect
fit for your products.

https://www.dodopackaging.com/custom-gift-boxes/


Our Happy Customers

we have gained a huge
success in a short Spain of
time whose credits we
would also like to share
with dodo packaging.

David Smith
We are a small company that
transports goods and
materials. We chose dodo
packaging to manufacture
our custom boxes. 

Kenneth Ellsworth

Our company has always tried to
provide what's best in-trend for
our buyers . For this purpose,
we choose dodo packaging for
the manufacture of our
customized bakry  boxes.

Natasha R Cole



No Die & 
Plate Charges

Quick Turn
Around

Free ShippingCustom Size & Style

You Order We Deliver



Social Media Links

Twitter Instagram FacebookPinterest

https://twitter.com/dodopackagingus/
https://www.instagram.com/DodoPackaging/
https://www.facebook.com/DodoPackaging
https://twitter.com/dodopackagingus/
https://www.instagram.com/DodoPackaging/
https://www.facebook.com/DodoPackaging
https://www.pinterest.com/dodopackagingus/


HOW TO GET IN TOUCH

Contact Info

82-104 Country Pointe Circle, 1st Floor, Bellerose Manor Queens
New York, 11427, USA

Address

+1-646-503-1158

Phone

info@dodopackaging.com

Email address


